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Danny Hope's main goal as
Eastern's new head football coach
is to fill the stands of Roy Kidd
Stadium Read more of Hope's
plans as coach and thoughts about
returning to his alma mater/***
\
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SGA confirms
money misuse
BYQMAVMU
Managing adHor

Improper use of the university purchasing card and cellular telephone issued to former
Student
Government
Association President Lucas
Hammons are outlined in a 90page document obtained by
The Progress through the
University Counsel's office this
week.
According to the documentation, Hammons agreed to
reimburse the SGA accounts in
the amount of $853.54 last
semester. The amount included charges from the university
issued purchasing card, an
assigned cell phone, travel
vouchers and direct pay
requests.
The university purchasing
card assigned to Hammons
was terminated Sept 17, 2002,
after the SGA looked into purchases it found questionable,
according to the documentation. At least 34 purchases
were highlighted — most were
items of a personal nature, a
fact the document says
Hammons never disputed.
Other hems, such as two printers and a 25-inch television,
were purchased for the SGA
offices. Those purchases were

Suestioned after SGA found
lem unnecessary for office
use.
A total of $199.88 in personal phone calls made on the university issued cellular phone
Hammons was given for his
use as SGA president and student regent, were also identified to be reimbursed to the
university. According to Ami
Rccirilli, director of communications, Hammons was issued
the phone so that Eastern
President Joanne Glaaser
could be in constant contact
with him PkdriUi said Glaaser
likes to be able to have access
to all the regents and administrators of the university.
Plccirilli said Tuesday Nick
Bertram, former SGA president, had also been issued a
university cell phone for hie
use as president and student
regent
However, in a phone interview Tuesday evening,
Bertram said that, "none of the
three of us, Chris Pace, Richie
(Rednour) or myself were
issued s university cell phone,
nor were we reimbursed for
our personal cell phone use."
Piccirilli contacted The
Progress office Wednesday

Rev. Ftoyd Batew, of Mt. Nebo Mlsstoriaiy CrHJrch h
Courthouse to the Keen Johnson BuMIng on campus. The evert WM sporisorad by bom Eastern s^

Eastern, Richmond
celebrate King's life
PfKMMSt SWP RtPOHT

The Richmond and Eastern communities united Monday afternoon to
celebrate the life, the legacy and the dreams of Martin Luther King

Photos by Kevin Martin/Progress

March tentative date
for provost visits
fftjAiaSVaaKM
Editor

Kidd assigned new campus position
Kwv

NewtadHor

It's no secret that Eastern's
former bead football coach,
Roy Kidd, has the ability to
make friends both on the held
and off the field — only now
he's getting paid for it
Eastern President Joanne
Glasser icieufty appi anted **°y
Kidd to a newly created position,
outreach ombudsman and uniHis reapon
i primarily wal be "fnendraisfog and fundrasing," accord-

JafteL-

Basically. Glasser said she
hopes Kidd will be able to help
offset some of the uafruaitra
budget crisis by increased
fundraising, resource development and alumni support
Kidd, whose salary for the
2002-2003 year is $127,579,
announced plans to retire his

Naahld Fakhrid Dean performs a Libation
ceremony during a Martin Luther King Jr.
celebration Monday. Dean poured water onto i
plant to pay homage to ancestors and King.

See SGA, A3

Roy Kidd, Eastern's former
head football coach, has
beef) appointed outrsach
ombudsman and university
ambassador and has a new
office In the Jones Building.
Eastern President Joanne
Glassar created the position
m hopes that Kidd wM be
able to heap offset some of
the university's budget crisis
through Increased fundreJeIng. resource development
and alumni support.

BY CA—owpm

.

A small crowd gathered outside the Madison County Courthouse steps
to hear remarks from Richmond Mayor Connie Lawson and Rev. Robert C.
Blythe, the first African American elected to the Richmond City
Commission, before marching to the Keen Johnson Building.
Jessica Hate, a l&yearold oocupatkmsJ therapy niajor, said ah* attended the
event because it was "a very needed cetebranoo, celebrating a very needed
nun
«
"I mainly came to listen," Hale said. "Racism still exists everywhere, but
bad ft not been for Dr. King there is no telling where we would be."
The unity march was ted by a group of people holding a sign that read
-Re-Ignite Dr. King's Dream By Serving Your Community." As the participants marched, they sang "We Shall Overcome," a song that originated in
small pentecostal churches in Scum Carolina and became the theme song
of the Civil Rights Movement
*
Once at the Keen Johnson Building, University President Joanne Glaaser,
Ron Spears, an Eastern slum who is now an attorney in Ohio, and student representatives of various campus groups addressed the crowd. The program featured various musical selections and concluded with a reception in Wamut HalL
"1 found this a very important and moving event," said Brady Wright, an
18-year-old business major.

coaching position at the end of
the football season. His official
retirement date is March 1,
and he will remain a full-time
employee until then.
After March 1. Kidd wl continue in his new position on a
part-time basis at a monthly
sstery of $1,000 white also drawing his retirement. This arrangement wM nwJ'bMif through June
30, at which tame Glasser and
Kidd wM decide if they wish to
COOupUf tjtf aaXTWBfKntOwL

Kidd, who now has an office
m the Jones Busttng. said he is
excited about the opportunity to
serve Eastern in a new way.
"ft gives me an office, some
place to go and something to
do." Kidd said via telephone
Tuesday.
Kidd added he bebeve. he's
a right fit for the position.
Tm not just a coach — I'm

if there's anything I can do to
help the university, I'm going
to do h," Kidd said. This is my
school I haw loyalty here."
As for rnaspedffcjob duties.
Kidd wffl be making cats, visits
and other contacts with friends
or prospective friends of the u»
versity to encourage their support Kidd also wffl be attending
events to help spread the
Eastern story, draw upon his network contacts to assist Glasser
and other university staff to identify prospective donors and
develop fundraising plans and
perform other duties sseigned
Along wim hiring Kidd parttime, Gamer has made some
other personnel changes as wel.
She announced both the hiring of Danny Hope as the new
head football coach and James

Sec KIDD, A3
-^

The search for Eastern's
second in command, which
University President Joanne
Glasser said is "arguably the
most important search of her
service as president of EKU,"
is well underway. In fact, «
Glasser
expects campus visits in
March from
the four or five
finalists in contention for the
provost and
vice president
for academic
affairs position.
"We will certainly be bring
ing finalists to
the campus
and the target
for that is late —Joanne
March,"
Glasser said via
e-mail Tuesday
afternoon.
-While details
remain to be worked out it wfa
not be unlike the process when
the Student Affairs VP fmaksts
visited the campus. There wfll
certainly be much opportunity
for student and faculty contact
wrm the fmaksts."
The search committee
appointed to assist Glasser

► Inskto

plans to formally begin reviewing applications, which already
have begun to come in. Feb. 3.
Following review, the committee will forward its final four or
five recommendations to
Glasser, who will make her
appointment after the candidates visit
campus.
Glaaser
hopes to have
the
new
provost
in
place by July 1.

We will certainly
be bringing
finalists to
the campus and
'the target for
that is late
March.

fr

•

i

According
to the ad for
the position
— posted on
Easterns Web
site Dec. 16 —
the provost
position
requires a
doctorate
Glasser
degree, aa
well aa "a
record of outi ng
» stand
scbolarahip
suitable for
aptKisBttnentsssfol professor,
significant experience in academic administration and experience m fiscsl management and
resource allocation.
The committee also wiU be
looking for appicants to meet a

See SEARCH,A3
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Forums regarding
Easterns provost
search are being hetd
today and Monday.
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^ PROGRESS
CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

Hasp Wanted: Online Fling Do
>our
Taxes
Online O
www.absolutetaxe.com for a
minimal of fee of $9.95 for
104OE2 and $14.95 for 1040.
Frae-E-Flle.

Spring Braak! Bahamas Party :
Cruise $279 5 days. Includes 10 ;
Free Meals! free parties and ■
drink specials) Incl. Port,
Departure,
Hotel
Taxi ;
www.springbreaktravel.com. 1800-678-6386.

Para las paraonas en la otoae
SPA 208 el semestre pasado
Gracias
por vueslro carta y
especialmente vuestros oraciones. Dios qulere, estar'e bien.
Jerry.
Free Makeover: For Females
with long, straight hair ( waist
length or longer). Sponsored by
Locks of Hair. Call Hair
Sensations Beauty Salon. 6265005.
For Rent or For Sale $107,4000
4 Bedroom, 2 baths w/ Living
Room , Dining Room and a full
Bastment,
Sove,
Refg,
Microwave, close to EKU.
Please call 986-7401 or 9858189. Rent 750.00 plus deposit
500.00.

Winter playland
Fir* science major Adam Edwards, 18, of Batavia, Ohio, goes for a ride down the hill outside of Telford Hall as the
snowflaaas fall last Thursday night. Eastern's extended campuses closed early on Thursday due to inclement weather.
Madison County cancelled classes on Friday while Eastern operated on the two-hour delay schedule. Today's forecast
calls tor snow flurries and winds up to 20 to 30 mph with a windchill of -20. Flurries are expected to continue throughout
today and Into tonight. Commuters In need of up-to-minute traffic reports and road conditions can dial 511 for information about possible icy roads. Students should log on to www.eKu.edu to view inclement weather schedules or call 6222239 for information about delays.

Help Wanted: Independent,
ambitious, selfstarter tor telemarketing position wanted. Sales
experience, on-the-job training,
competitive hourly wage plus
commission. Contract Chris.
859-278-2223.

Spring Break! Panama City
Beach Boardwalk beach resort
$199. Includes 7 Nights Hotel.
6 free parties. 24 hour drinks!
Cancun and Jamaica from
$
4
5
9
wwwspringbreaktravel.com. 1800-678-6386.

'
;
!
;
'.
|

Act Now! Last chance to guarantee the best Spring Break ;
Prices to all destinations. Reps
needed...Travel free, earn $$$ ,'
Group discounts for 6+
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM/8 '.
00-838-8203.
SPRING BREAK: Cancun.
Panama City, Daytona & South ;
Beach. Free parties and drinks!
Best
hotels-lowest
prices!
www breakerstravel com (800) ".\

575-2026.

i
i

Do you want to wish someone '
a Happy Birthday? Call 859622-1881 to place FREE birth- 8
day announcements.
■

Check Out Our

Vegetarian

► News Briefs
Complied by Adam Baker

University ski trip
planned to resort
The Eastern Intramural
Programs will sponsor a ski
trip Feb. 20 to Perfect North
Ski Resort. The group will
leave at 2 p.m. and return at
midnight The total cost is $60
per person, which includes lift
ticket and ski rental
Sign up in Begley 202 by
Friday. For more information,
call 622-1248.

Scholarship available
for Native Americans
The $5,000 Morris K. Udafl
scholarahip to now available for
sophomores and juniors with a
GPA of 3.0 and an interest in
public policy, health care or
natural resources. For applications, call 622-1538 or e-mail
charles.elliotOeku.edu. The
deadline for applications is
Feb. 20.

Hearing for Eastern
to be held March 6
According to University
Counsel Kaoey Coleman, U.S.
Bankruptcy Judge William S.
Howard will hear Lyndon
Property Insurance Company's
claims against Eastern and
Southern Illinois at 10 a.m.
March 6 in the U.S.
Bankruptcy
Court
in
Lexington. Lyndon's suit was
filed in connection with the
Wallace's Bookstores Inc.
bankruptcy proceeding.

The case was originally
scheduled to be heard Dec. 5,
but was canceled due to
inclement weather.

Eastern jobs offered
for summer session
Eastern is seeking students
for orientation leader, New
Student Days leader and advising assistant. For more information and applications, call
Can Wallace at 622-1624 or
Carol Elrod at 622-1383.
Applications must be received
by March 27.

Students encouraged
to apply early for aid
Students aeeking financial
aid for the 2003-2004 academic
year should file the Free
Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA) online at
www.fafaa.ed.gov as soon as
possible. To complete the
FAFSA, parents and students
wil need their 2002 federal tax
return. For more information,
call 1-800-92*8926 ext 7391.

Chamber seeks help
with its committees
The Richmond Chamber of
Commerce is seeking help
with the following new committees: Screen on the Green,
Welcome to Richmond/Taste
of Richmond and Sister
City/Leadership Trip.
Existing committees, which

Eastern,
named In lawsuit
Parents of a Model student have filed suit against
Eastern and two Model
officials.
The suit was filed in the
U. S. District Court in
Lexington Jan. 16.
James and Carol Stutts
allege their child was
harassed and abused by fellow students at Model
Laboratory School. The
suit claims school officials,
including School
Psychologist Ellen Rini and
Director Jacqueline Vance,
knew of the abuse and
railed to stop it from occurring. The suit also churns
Eastern failed to take -'
appropriate action in the situation
The Stutts are seeking
$48 million in damages.

also need help, include the
Commerce Committee, Shop
Richmond, Ambassadors and
Be an ti heat ion. If you are interested, contact the Chamber at
623-1720.

Counseling Center
receives accreditation
Eastern's
Counseling
Center recently gained accreditation by the International

Association of Counseling
Services.
Only two other accredited
counseling centers exist in the
state.

SACE honors Melis
with Star award
Laura Melis, director of
career services, was recently
awarded with the Star award
from the Southern Association
of Colleges and Employers.
SACE is an organization of
human resources, college relations and career services professionals from 10 states.

The college of Business and
Technology will host the
Region VI competition for the
Future Business Leaders of
America's Spring Conference
March 5. They are looking for
interested individuals to participate as judges in the contest.
Contact Kathy Williams at 6221412 for more information.

Jan. 14
Timothy Egbert reported
the theft of 80 CDs. a CD case
and a portable CD player from
his locked vehicle while it was
parked in the south side of
Lancaster Lot. The items
taken were valued around
$1,260.

The arson investigation of the fires that were deliberately
set in Commonweakh Hal Jan. 9 and Jan. 12 are still ongoing, according to Director of Public Safety Tom Lindquist
The case to still open and we're still investigating and stil
Inflowing some leads." Lindquist said.
Eastern's Division of Public Safety is in the process of
questioning 160 Commonwealth Hall residents who were
present during the Jan. 9 fire. Lindquist said he couldn't say
right now if there is a suspect
The Progress reported in last week's edition that if caught
and convicted, a suspect could face from 20 years to life in
prison for the arson acts committed in Commonwealth HaU.
Any student with information pertaining to the inveatigation should contact Lindqutot's office at 622-2821.
There to a $1,500 reward for any information that leads to
the arrest of a suspect

Ronald Davis reported
someone had damaged the
passenger side door of his
vehicle while it was parked in
the south side of Lancaster
Lot The CD player was pulled
from the dash and the wires
were cut. The trunk of the
vehicle was opened and the
amplifier and speakers were
abo stolen.
Emily Berfaglia reported
that she had approximately six
books stolen from her room in
Keene Hall over the winter
break.
Jesse Brock reported that
someone broke into his vehicle while it was parked in
Lancaster Lot and stole the
stereo, valued around $150,

by pulling it from the dash.
Elizabeth Bryant reported
that someone had broken into
her vehicle while it was
parked in Lancaster Lot and
stole her CD player.
Jon Spears reported that
someone had stolen his backpack from the book-bag drop
at the front of the bookstore.
The items in the backpack
included a calculator valued
at $90 and other supplies

with a total estimated value
of $20.
Jan. 15
Brian J. Stave, 21, of Villa
Hills, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
The
Richmond
Fire
Department responded to an
alarm at 6:08 a.m. at Martin
Hall. The cause of activation
was determined to be a steam

Got a news tip?
Call Cassondra Kirby at 622-1872.
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Dining services
director appointed
Aramark food services
recently appointed Larry
Pusdzna as the new director of
Eastern's Dining Services.
Puscizna will fill the spot
that was held by David
Freeland. Freeland was fired
last October.

Compiad by Atsha Hockensmati

Public Safety still looking for suspect In
Commonwealth Hall arson Investigation

• TAIL*

r.funehiM.com

Judges needed for
March FBLA contest

► Police Beat: Jan. 14-17
* The following reports have
been filed with Easterns
Division of Public Safety.

Madison
Garden

. SOUTH PADRE ISLAHD.
.PAHAMACTTYBIACH.
• STEAMBOAT.
• BH1COIRID01 •
.DATTOHA BEACH.

leak on a pump unit in the
basement.
Jam. 16
The Richmond Fire
Department responded to a
fire alarm that sounded at
2:19 p.m. at Commonwealth
Hall, as advised by the
Simplex Alarm Systems. The
system advised that the
alarm was coming from the
second floor mechanical
room water pump, but
Commonwealth Hall does not
have a mechanical room at
that location. The officer on
scene spoke with a facilities
services worker who stated
that there was a sprinkler
activated on the sixth floor.
The officer met with contractors who were working on
the trash chute. The contractor on the scene said that
while drilling on the trash
chute, he hit a sprinkler pipe
causing the water to spew out
of the pipe.
Jan. 17
William H. Harrison, 33. of
Harrodsburg, was arrested
and charged with alcohol
intoxication and terroristic
threatening in the third
degree.

BOOKS!

UNIVERSITY
BOOK & SUPPLY
Richmond, KY
IAST DAY FOR
A FULL REFUND
JANUARY 25, 2003

624-0220

: \
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SQA: Hammons asked for reimbursement for meals
From The Front

Kevin Martin/Progress

Home for a horse
"Pride, Dignity and Tennis Shoes' has finally crossed the
finish line and Is now standing tall on display inside the
Student Services Building lobby. Eastern student Miles R.
Johnson spent nearly 300 hours working on the yarn
horse that was finished last semester.

KIDD: Glasser justifies
creating new positions
From The Front
Conneery as the vice president
for student affairs in December.
In addition, Glasser reassigned
Ron HarreO from associate vice
president for university relations
—- a position that was created
last spring — to director of pub
be relations and marketing in the
Division
of
Continuing
Education and Outreach.
Hope's contract includes a
$130,000 salary, slightly more
than Kidd's salary, and Glasser
•till plans to re-fill the university relations position.
While Glasser said she
understands that in light of the
current budget situation some
may criticize her decision to
pay Hope a higher salary and
create new positions, she feels
they are justified.
- "Unfortunately, tight times
Cause some persons to look
more critically or to question

every spending decision,"
Glasser said via e-mail
Tuesday. "It is a reality that in
many searches the successor
is paid more than the retiring
individual."
Glasser said her decisions
with Kidd and Harrell were
made because both employees
will be working in areas that
have an opportunity for growth
and revenue generation.
"Our current staffing in the
university advancement area,
particularly in development,
public relations and alumni
relations is critically understaffed in comparison to peer
institutions,'' Glasser said. "As
we begin preparations for a
major capital campaign, I must
ensure that we have fully
staffed and experienced professionals on board to successfully complete private resource
development for the university's future."

morning to say indeed,
Bertram was not issued a university cell phone.
Finally in question were five
meals and travel miles, some of
which weren't sufficiently documented. According to
receipts, Hammons asked for
$266.05 in reimbursements for
mileage to Lexington and
meals at restaurants in the
Richmond Road area and at the
((Charley's in Richmond.
According to the receipts,
Hammons asked the university
to reimburse him for 54 roundtrip miles from Richmond to
Lexington. The total reimbursement for the mileage was
$51.84. On the restaurant
receipts, Hammons asked for
reimbursement for $232.30
worth of meals at restaurants
such as Rafferty's and Olive
Garden, where he claimed to
have met with SGA members
to discuss future plans for the

year. Hammons was asked to
pay back the reimbursements
last fall.
Also included in the documentation are proposals and
resolutions
written
by
Executive Cabinet members of
the SGA One, dated Oct. 17.
2002. said that the members
found Hammons had not been
"keeping all of his office hours,
has used SGA's money for personal reasons, and has falsified
information to the Cabinet
In a resolution dated Oct.
25, the Executive Cabinet
asked for Hammons' resignation after finding that he hadn't
turned in the questionable
items he had purchased; he
had not kept his office hours,
and, according to the resolution, had not been "truthful in
all of his actions and words."
The Cabinet found that it
would be in the "best interest
of the Student Government
Association at Eastern

Kentucky University'' to ask ...
"for the resignation of Lucas
Hammons," according to the
resolution.
In an Oct. 30 letter to the
Executive Cabinet, Hammons
informed the members that
SGA would be reimbursed at
least $853 54 by noon of that
day.
"I plan to finish my term
respectfully and abide by all
duties that are laid out before
me in the Constitution. I
promise for a complete turn
around of my actions and
behavior," he wrote in the letter.
He also stated: "I would like
to take this time to say that I
am sorry ... I apologize from
the bottom of my heart and
would like to ask forgiveness,
and I will gain each members'
trust."
Also, the letter stated that it
was to be accepted as a letter
of resignation if he was found

not to be carrying out his
duties as the Student
Government president
According to letters written
within the Cabinet, members
found in early December that
Hammons still was not performing the duties as noted in
the constitution and the proposal regarding his duties.
On Dec. 11, 2002, Matthew
Schumacher, SGA chief-ofstaff, wrote a letter to
Hammons stating that the
Executive Cabinet had "unanimously accepted your letter of
resignation ... As of this vote
Mary Hall assumes office of
Eastern Kentucky University's
Student Body President and
Regent"
Then, on Jan. 14. Hammons
submitted a letter of resignation, citing "personal reasons"
for his stepping down as president
Hammons could not be
reached for comment

SEARCH: Committee welcomes nominations for position
From The Front
variety of other criteria, like
being "committed to developing
programs to enhance student
recruitment, retention and success" and willing to work to
"support faculty and staff
involvement in generating external funds."
Gary Cordner, dean of the
College of Justice and Safety and
co-chair of the search committee, said Monday he'd personalty be looking for three things.
"... Candidates who have
experience in academic affairs,
who appreciate both the liberal
arts and professional programs
and who can keep up with
President Glasser," Cordner
commented.
The committee also is welcoming nominations of "outstanding academic leaders"
both on and off campus.
"I believe we have received
some nominations so far, but it
would not be appropriate to
comment on any specifics at
this stage in the process,"
Cordner said.

this week, the first of which was
held Tuesday, to inform the campus community about the search
process and gain feedback about
what characteristics people are
seeking in a provost
"During the forums we will
give the attendees a list of qualifications/attributes ... and will
ask them to choose their top
two," said Jaleh Rezaie, chair
and associate professor of the
computer science department
and co-chair of the search committee. "We are also asking
them to include up to two quaf
ifications not listed."
According to Rezaie, the committee will use the responses to
develop a check list of qualifications to match against applicants
vita's, as well as to compile reference/candidate phone interview
questions.
A forum will be held 3:304:30 p.m. today in Posey
Auditorium and another 3:354:30 p.m. Monday in Rowlett
301. Additional information is
available at www.eku.edu/newsevents/provostphp.

Forum*
The search committee
began hosting open forums

Until th« position
I. filled
Mark Wasicsko, who previ-

Eastern narrows search for college dean
Eastern also is narrowing its search for dean of the
College of Justice and Safety, a position that will become
vacant in June. Gary Cordner, who currently serves as dean
of the college, will retire at the end of the school year and
return to a faculty position.
University President Joanne Glasser hopes to have someone in place by July 1.
The search is going well," said Dominick Hart, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences and chair of the search
committee. The committee feels that we have a strong pool
of candidates from which to draw (finalists)."
Hart said the committee hopes to finish conducting phone
interviews with "selected candidates" by the end of the week.
"At that time we likely will do further reference checking,
aaacDS the situation and decide upon our next step," he said.
"Our commitment is to be able to send to President Glasser a
minimum of three strong candidates. My hope is that the
process will be completed by the end of February."
'The provost and Justice and safety positions are two of
several ongoing searches. See next week's Progress for updates
on the athletics director, vice president for university advancement and dean of graduate studies searches.
ously served as dean of the
College of Education, is serving as interim provost until
June 30. Wasicsko said
Tuesday he has not yet decided whether he will apply for the
permanent position, but likely

will make that determination
by the end of the week.
The provost position has
been vacant nearly eight
months. Michael Marsden
resigned the position in late
May.

What Are You Doing

AFTER
THE CAMPUS EVENT OF THE YEAR

Monday D February 3rd
7:00 pm a Brock Auditorium

Ralal

Perspective
Jamie Vinson, editor *
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► News Quiz

OK, boys and girls. It's time to
test your Knowledge of what's
going on at Eastern. If you am
don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.eastemprogress.com and you ""'"
can cheat.
,..
»6
Who has Eastern
nggj**J>> Outwch
Ombudsman and
* University

a) Libby Fraas
b) Roy Kidd
c) Jessica Rabbit
Eastern has rece rved a
National Science
Foundation grant to do
* what with?
a) Send an Eastern student to
Mars
b) Experiment on human brains
c) To improve area middle
school technology, math and
science programs

..r>

What position was the
topic of discussion at
# forums on campus
this week?
a) Provost
b) President
c) VP for Student Affairs

Nathan* Butodtf>rogr»«s

Budget cutbacks should affect all levels of university
Students come first, right?
Wrong. Well, maybe students are a top priority at
other institutions, but at
Eastern students seem to be
second class.
In light of Kentucky's current budget crisis, the university has been forced to cut things
in its own budget and search
for other ways to generate
funds — and students are
being turned to for help first
For instance, students saw a
9.5 percent increase in tuition
this school year and another
increase is coming in 2004.
Students were not able to evaluate all of their professors last
fall due to restrictions on die
number of in-class evaluations
professors could administer,
and saw a lOcent library printing fee implemented.
While cutbacks are affecting
students first-hand, they don't

seem to be limiting the number
of new administrative positions
University President Joanne
Glasser is creating, like
Outreach Ombudsman and
University Ambassador, a position Eastern could do without.
Former head football coach
Roy Kidd, who announced he
would retire at the end of the
football season in September,
now bears that title.
Kidd is making a $127,579,
salary for the 2002-2003 year,
until March 1 (when he officially retires). Then he will draw
retirement plus an additional
$1,000 each month for his
"Ombudsmanship." Thafs
$1,000 a month the university
could save for other purposes
... the position didn't exist
before, why does the university
need it now?
Last year, Glasser named
Ron Harrell associate vice pres-

ident of public relations, another position that recently was
added to the university's
administrative list Formerly
the director of public relations
and marketing, Harrell's position also came with a $17,885
salary increase.
While The Progress reported last week that Harrell had
been assigned a new position, a
position that doesn't include
quite as high of a salary as his
old one, Glasser still plans to
rename someone to his original
position.
The university functioned
adequately without an associate
vice president of public relations before, why can't we do it
now? Wouldn't it be in the university's best interest to reallocate the money designated for
that position back into the budget so we aren't being forced to
cut so many other things?

Danny Hope's appointment
as head football coach comes
with a $130,000 salary, almost
$2,500 higher than Kidd's
salary.
Why not make Hope's salary
the same as Kidd's and dump
that near $2,500 back into the
budget to help offset cuts.
The university can't help
the fact Kentucky is in a budget slump, which means
state funding is limited, and
it is true that these suggestions would only contribute
to resolving Eastern's budget crisis in a small way.
But it would make certain
that if one entity of the university feels the effects of
cutbacks, all entities do — at
least it would seem as if students were flying first class
rather than taking back
seats.

Kevin MartJrv/Progrtw

What event Is this man
participating In?
*
a) Martin Luther King Jr. celebra-.
tions. He was the keynote £
speaker
£
b) The drama club's version of £
Hamlet. He was Hamlet
c) Anti-war protests. He was a "
speaker

► Campus Comments

u.

flf! *

Martin Luther King Jr. Day was Monday. Katie Weitkamp, The Studio and the Around&About editor, asked students what they did to celebrate the holiday.
SEAN
SAMUELS

WARREN
KING
I sat around and
watched television. I went out to
return some videos
and that's about it.

Louisville
Major: Police
administration

a

I went to U of L
campus and spent
the day with my
boyfriend.

I walked in the
march
down
Lancaster.
Hometown
Louisville
Major: Public
administration

a* ■:

Danville
Major Music
education

Louisville
Major Pre-med

Actually I didn't do
anything, I stayed
home and spent
time with my
family.
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My turn * letter* policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone In the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before puhirallon.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Coluirmsrnaybesavedond^skaBinTorlext-oolynlea.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at piogreasOctaLedu or faxed to the office at
(850)622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The Progress reserve* the right to edat
columns and letters for length.
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Student balances independence, femininity

I
Katie Weitkamp
is a senior journalism major
fromR.
Thomas. She is
The Studio
editor and the
Around&About
editor.

a

consider myself a "liberated*
woman.

I go to movies with titles like
"Real Women have Curves," I
threaten to, and do beat up my
male friends, I know how to
change my oil and I reject offers
by male friends to walk me to the
dorm past dark—I carry a box
cutter, I'm tough. I've never been
one to cry to get what I want or
ask a man to do something that I
could do without expecting him
to ask me to do something in
return.
So, you can understand my recent
turmoil about accepting free things
simply because of my gender. The
other week I had a little run in with a
nail and my back tire. So I called the
auto shop that saved me the last time
I ran over a nail.
The first time, after die mechanic
put a plug in my tire, he made it
known that he was giving me a "good
deal," which I was grateful for, considering I had about $10 on my person. After I paid him he asked me for
my phone number, and I gave it to
him—I'm not sure if it was because I
felt like I "owed" him something, or if
it was because he just asked.
The most recent time I called for
help, the mechanic, a different one,
took out the nail, patched my tire and
didn't charge me anything. The difference was, this time he didn't ask

My brother told
me that guys are
only after one
thing, girls
should be smart
and use them...
»

me for my phone number.
Maybe both mechanics were just
trying to be nice guys, regardless of
my gender, maybe I shouldn't have
accepted either, but I did. After the
free tire plug, I started to wonder if it
was right to take these kinds of
things.
The other day I was in a car with
my brother and we were talking
about stupid stuff that guys do for
girls. I brought up the whole, "is it
right to take something from a guy
when you have absolutely no interest
in him debate."
My brother told me that guys are
only after one thing, girls should be
smart and use them, and that normally it doesn't take 21 years for a

girl to realise this.
On my way to and from school
and Cincinnati I always stop at this
truck stop, the Frying J.
The last time I was there alone I
was about to buy a cup of coffee and
saw a trucker struggling to get a Bel
on his coffee cup, so I helped him.
He ended up buying my coffee for
me.
First I feh bad, my brother made
fun of me, but then he brought up
the point that I made the trucker's
day by allowing him to do something
nice for someone else. I was never
going to see him again, he couldn't
be expecting anything from me, he
was just being a nice guy and after
all, I helped him out
Yes, I am aware that perhaps this
isn't the best philosophy, but is there
really a polite way to turn down a free
cup of coffee?
The thing is, I'm a bit of a feminist in theory, but not in practice
because I don't want to be the
jerk who can't let a guy, who is
just trying to be nice, buy her a
drink... But then again I don't
want to be one of those girls who
can't open a door for a guy.
The point I am trying to make is
that I may be an independent
woman, I can afford a cup of coffee,
but that doesn't mean I'm not going
to use my charm and let some nice
guy step up and buy it for me, maybe
one day IU return die favor.

►letters to the editor

SGA* needs to learn self control,
value of shared government
Last Tuesday I received not one, not two, but three phone
cali from University of Kentucky students in regards to the resignation of our student body president Apparently news travels
fast because only a few hours after Mr. Hammons' letter was
made pub&c our school's name was in the spotlight yet again. I
dont know if this was purposely done to dean up SGA's image,
but frankly I feel that tarnishing someone's reputation is unethical and low. Everybody makes mistakes, especially when
they're desperate for money, and retaliating through the media
gives us about as much credit as the Jerry Springer Show. I
hope this semester SGA learns the value of shared governance
**nd of self control
ErinMichafik.
former member of SGA

Student says company discriminates
On Dec 14,2002, ChappeD Studios was hired by Eastern for
the purpose of taking photographs for the December commencement exercise. L in turn, was hired by ChappeD Studios
as a photographer's assistant As a graduate of Eastern, I was
proud to be assisting in the ceremonies.
I arrived at Alumni Coliseum dressed in gray dress slacks
and a dark gray cashmere sweater. Another female assistant
arrived wearing khaki dress slacks and a buttoned up top. Two
male assistants arrived as well. One was wearing black jeans, a
flannel shirt and had long hair that was pulled back in a ponytail
in a disheveled way. The other was wearing pants and a pullover
top. After receiving instructions on how to load and unload the
film, and given ample practice time to do so, we were each
assigned a photographer to work with. We then individually met
with each photographer and went over our duties. Twenty minutes before the ceremony was to start, the photographers left
the room for a private meeting. Upon returning, the other
female and I were informed that we couldn't stand in front of
the crowd due to the way we were dressed. Instead, we would
have to be hidden away in the back where less people could
view us. The two male assistants were to be moved up and
stand in our places since they "dressed more appropriately." We
were then informed that the university did not wish to be represented by people who were not dressed welL
The other female assistant and I decided to terminate our
employment at that point, due to the lack of respect we were
being dealt As a former student who has represented her university in national conferences in such places as Washington
D.C., Eastern Kentucky, Lexington and Georgia and graduated
with an above average G.PA, I feel that I am an excellent representative of the university. I have never been told that my attire
was not good enough for me to be seen in front of a crowd — in
fact, I have often been told to dress down We felt that we were
being discriminated against by the photography company and
by the university. We were dressed equally as wefl, if not even
better, than the men who were working with us and yet we
were told that we would have to stand out of view from the
crowd. We were not given any specific instructions on how to
dress by anyone in the company, and for that reason, we chose
to wear comfortable clothing — Le. dress slacks instead of
dresses. Our outfits were expensive, dressy and our appearances tidy and neat Had we worn equally expensive dressy
dresses and pantyhose I fed we would not have been discriminated against and would have been allowed to stand out front
The fact that we were females wearing slacks is what I think
gave the company the excuse to discriminate against us.
I hold nothing but respect for the university, but believe in
this case the school has to take some responsibility for the way
that we, as workers, were treated. While we were not direct
employees of Eastern, a company Eastern had hired, hired us. I
hope that in the future, dresses and pantyhose will not determine who is and who is not a good representative of the school

Student says dorm check-in policies discriminatory;
campus food courts should be open on weekends

r ^
•

MARK TAYLOR
ItyTum
Taylor is a
sophomore educajon major
frqm McCreary
County.

It is a crying shame that the
Commonwealth fires had to be
the catalyst to perform the visitation policy changes needed for EKU.
After that statement I bet a lot of
you are wondering who I am, and
what could I possibly be thinking.
Well I am a student here at
Eastern and I am thinking that if the
school wishes to do this then it is in
its right However, Eastern needs to
realize some political correctness
that needs to be addressed.
Sexism...
This is a problem that seems to
be inherent to EKU simply because
of old fashioned tendancies. EKU is a
place where students, 95 percent of
us over 18, go to school.
The old rule was that members of

the same sex could visit with no hassle and members of the opposite sex
had to be checked in. Well this is
segregation by sex. Now the rules
are you have to check everyone in,
male or female. I believe this is fine,
as long as they stop segregation
completely. That is, they have no limitations on visitation for girls in guys'
rooms and vice versa Any other policy would be considered sexist and a
violation of our civil rights.
The ID checking in the dorms
around campus is fine by me. It does
what it was designed to do by allowing the school to blame a fire on all
residents of a dorm and force them
to pay for the FULL damages.
However, does it not remind anyone else of horror tales of Nazi

Germany "Heil where are your
papers..." What is next? Will we get
stopped in the street and asked for
them?
And wefl, this is just a complaint
to EKU's Food Administration.
Why is it that there is only one
place to eat on campus during the
weekend?
The school will never get a more
permanent group of students, less
suitcasers, unless we have somewhere to eat For goodness sake,
leave Blimpies and some of the food
places in Fountain Food Court open.
We afl get tired of the same places
and things for dinner every time, and
some of us, minus our meal plans,
don't have the money to eat elsewhere.

MESSAGE BOARD

*

Lucas Mammons, Student Government president, resigned last week after several
allegations of misconduct. What do you expect from your SGA? Has it met your
expectations thus far? TeU us what you think!
To join the debate, go to
<wwweasternprogress.com>

Got a news tip?
Call The Progress at 622-1872.

AD INDEX

Rebecca Patrick
Eastern Kentucky University 2002 Graduate

Mark Stephens, DMD
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Grant to aid science programs
BY ADAM BAKER

Nows writer

A new grant will allow
regional middle schools the
opportunity to receive help
from Eastern beginning in
August.
The university received
$1,341,668. its largest award
ever, from The National
Science Foundation.
According
to
the
Foundation's Web site, the
NSF processes nearly 32,000
proposals annually and manages approximately 20.000 ongoing awards.
Eastern's proposal will
allow the university to partner
with six local middle schools.
The focus will be aimed at
improving the middle school's
inquiry-based instruction of
science, technology and mathematics.
Twelve Eastern graduate
and undergraduate students,
along with Eastern faculty
mentors, will be involved in
the project. The Eastern representatives will be teamed with
a teacher from the participating middle schools. From
there, they will spend roughly
10 hours a week, for 36 weeks,
implementing
programs
shaped to meet Kentucky and
national education standards.
The dozen positions for the
graduate and undergraduate
students are currently vacant.
Through a competitive inter-

view and application process, ■i
applicants will be narrowed
based on criteria such as
strong academic background
and interest in K-12 activities.
"One important objective of
the grant, in fact, is to prepare
future scientists and mathematicians who are familiar with
and sensitive to the needs of
the schools in their community
and who will make their community's schools the best they
can be." Eastern President
Joanne Glasser said.
Tom
utilizing the rich
Otieno, protalent we have
ject director
on this campus."
and
chief «
Otieno also statauthor of the
ed that the three
proposal, is
year mission will
quick to note
benefit everythe
comone who particibined forces
pates. He said
that went in
that the project
to making
will lead to
the
grant
enriched learnpossible.
ing by the mid"Bringing
dle school stuthese funds
—Tom Otieno
Project director
dents, profesto Eastern
sional developwas a truly
collaborative
» ment opportunities for middle
e f f o r t
school teachers,
encompassing two colleges, seven acade- a heightened partnership
mic departments, the office of between Eastern and the local
institutional research and six schools, improved communicalocal middle schools," Otieno tion and teaching skills for the
Eastern students involved and
said.
"It demonstrates what we channel additional funding to
can achieve for Eastern and the university.
"Science pervades our socithe community by effectively

Area schools Eastern will

*Clark-Moores Middle School
*Estffl County Middle School
*Foley Middle School ,
*Jackson County Middle School
*Madison County Middle School
*Rockcastle County Middle School

Science pervades our society.

University seeking input
in online diversity survey

ety," Otieno said. "A good
background in science will
enable even those who do not
pursue careers in the sciences
to appreciate the important
role science plays in their dayto-day activities."
Dominick Hart, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
also aided in authoring the
grant proposal.
The importance of the sciences has always been strongly recognized by The National
Science Foundation. Practically
2,000 organizations are funded
by NSF each year. With the
support of NSF many things
are made possible, like
Doppler radar, the Internet, ink
jet printers and camcorders,
according to the Web site.
The NSF devotes itself to
the future by grants like these
which are given to organizations all over the nation, including Eastern.

Owtttoni w *Mniyn nmm atou aMf <••

BY ADAM BAKER
News writer

Diversity has always been a
vital concern for President
Joanne Glasser and the
University
Diversity
Committee.
The latest project aimed at
creating a more varied and
welcoming campus for all its
members is a campus wide
survey.
Sandra Moore, special
assistant to the provost for
university diversity, explained
that in the past surveys of this
kind where aimed at certain
groups of the campus population. She feels that the new,
inclusive survey will help to
bring a better understanding
of Eastern's current environment.
"I think that the representation of the University
Diversity Committee and also
the outstanding support we've
had from Institutional
Research in developing the
survey should create a very
comprehensive picture of
where the university stands as
far as campus climate," Moore

said.
Moore said Glasser has "a
definite commitment to diversity."
"...That's really what makes
it beautiful for me to work
with her and partner with her
in diversity. I feel we have a
really good focus on what
diversity is about.
"When I think of diversity, I
think of bettering the lives,
lifestyles, and day to day operation of the entire campus
community, inclusive of students," Moore continued.
Glasser thinks it is important for the student and faculty
population to participate in the
new online survey.
"By participating in this
survey, students have the
opportunity to help shape
Eastern Kentucky University's
journey to further create, promote and maintain a welcoming, supportive and inclusive
community," she said.
"Students completing the
survey will also have an
opportunity to enter a raffle
drawing for a variety of prizes
that will be awarded at the end
of the survey period in the
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Rohr pleads not guilty
to charges from Sept
BY GINA VAILE

Managing editor

The
Eastern
student
charged in connection with a
bomb threat made on campus
Sept. 3, appeared for arraignment in the Madison County
Circuit Court last Friday.
Jesse J. Rohr was charged
with terroristic threatening after police say he called the
Richmond Emergency Operations Center and claimed to
have planted a bomb in the
Case building.
Rohr was figity in the court
room Friday prior to making a
plea. When asked how he
plead, Rohr quietly answered
"not guilty."
Rohr will appear in court
again on March 6. He remains
out on bond, which was post-
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Andi Undenmayer/Progress
Former Eastern student Jesse J. Rohr held his head down as he
left the Madison County Circuit Court house last Friday. Rohr is
charged with terroristic threatening in the first degree.

9
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The new online diversity survey will help campus administrators
determine how diverse the Eastern campus is. Visit
www.ir.eku.edu/Survey/ClimateSurveyPage/htm to take the survey.

spring.
Moore said the university
administration is striving to
make the Eastern campus a
more diverse community.
"We're trying. We're
nowhere close based on my
goals and objectives. We've
come a long way, but we still
have a long way to go. One
thing to understand is that it's
a university-wide initiative,"
she said.
The current campus wide
survey is just a branch on the
university's tree of commitment

is anyone

to diversity. Both Moore and
Glasser strongly promise to continue to improve the campus climate in every way possible.
"My commitment to inclusiveness. fairness and justice
is a part of my life, of who
Joanne Glasser is and will
always be," she said.
Other steps being made by
Glasser to better the campus
climate and promote diversity
include the new Joanne
Glasser Diversity Scholarship,
which will be awarded for the
first time this spring.
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Tattoos
by Chris
and
Drew

140
E.Main St.
625-9394

(across from ■attar's)

$10 OFF
Body
Piercing
by
Brandy

tattoo
or
piercing
with this ad!
Noon -8 p.m.

ed in September.
The bomb threat occurred
on Sept. 3 and affected residents of Case Hall and students and faculty in the Case
Annex.
Rohr was arrested on
Sept. 4 after Eastern's Division of Public Safety discovered the phone used to call in
the threat was issued to
Rohr's mother, and traced it
to Rohr.
According to the police report, Rohr, "did intentionally
make a false statement that a
bomb was placed in Case
Hall on the EKU campus."
Rohr, 20, of Richmond,
faces a class C felony which
could carry a prison sentence.
Rohr is represented by attorney Jimmy D. Williams of
Richmond.
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Accent

The Colonels played
Morehead State
Saturday at home in
front of a record crowd.
Get the details/
Thursday, January 23, 2003 Bl

The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com

Christina Cathcart, editor

Nothing in life is

FREE
Downloading movies,
music can get network
users disconnected
CmwnNA CWHCART
Accent editor
BY

It wasn't so long ago that
when folks wanted to hear a
new album they would go to
the record store and buy it In
2003, the information highway
offers the world two ways to
get a new CD without getting
off the couch: surf through digital storefronts or steal it
through peer-to-peer software
like KaZaA. Only one of those
options, however, could now
get a student expelled or a faculty member fired.
In a campus-wide e-mail
sent Jan. 13, students and faculty alike were warned of the
potential disciplinary action
Eastern will take if the university is notified that users of
Eastern's servers are downloading copyrighted material,
such as software, music and
movies.
"Most of the time, if there's
just one person doing it, we
deal with that one person," said
Margaret Lane, information
technology service manager.
"The fact is, there were several
people and it was becoming
very prevalent on campus.
That was why we had to deal
with it so publicly."
Eastern was contacted Dec.
31 via e-mail by Mediaforce, a
company which offers digital
copyright protection services
to music recording and software industries. Since that
time, 20 cases at Eastern have
been under review, with one
case including a total of nearly
$2,000 worth of illegally
obtained software.

assigned their own IP number,
or internet address, which is
tracked by companies like
Mediaforce.
"The companies look at the
source, where those works are
stored — whether they're in
California, Denmark or wherever — and they track from
that source and track back to
us," Lane said. "Anytime you're
out on the Web, you leave little
tracks behind."
Mediaforce monitors Web
sites, online auctions, FTP
sites and peer-to-peer file sharing programs in an attempt to
"minimize the distribution of
pirated works across the
Internet," according to the
Mediaforce Web site.
Betsy Bohannon, the
associate director of student
judicial affairs, said that once
Eastern is alerted to illegal
activity on the university's
server, Internet access is
immediately removed and
Bohannon contacts students
via postal mail. Faculty would
be contacted by ITDS.
"It's your choice. If you
choose to do this, you are certainly going to be held accountable for your actions,"
Bohannon said.
After students speak to
Bohannon, the university will
put students on a semester of
probation, ask them to remove
the pirated software and also
give them a written reprimand.
"Very, very rarely do we
have people come back, but we
have written record of it here,
so if it does happen again, we
can turn someone's connection
to the internet off (permanently)," Bohannon said.

A Orowlng Trand

Eastern is just one of many
campuses cracking down on
software piracy, which has
been a common theme at universities across the United
States in the past few years.
Last November, nearly 100 student computers suspected of
containing illegally obtained
music and movies were confiscated by Naval officials at
Annapolis.
"Technology's changing,"
Lane said. "While the underlying respect for other's rights
hasn't changed, the means of
providing violations for that
sure have."
Although Napster and several similar programs have transferred into a paid service, peerto-peer software is still alive
and wed. KaZaA and Morpheus
are two of the more popular
programs used to download
movies or television shows.
Music is also quickly accessible by doing a quick search
and selecting to "share" a song
by downloading it from one of
millions of users.
Using these peer-to-peer
programs is like a magnet for
companies tracking down their
illegally distributed copyrighted software. Everyone on campus who has a computer in bis
or her office or dorm room is

Photo illustration by
Kevin Martin
rekaae,the<
•sores, rwpbciag
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But It's Just on*

It's not just university
servers that are being affected
by software piracy.
Even superstore chains
such as Best Buy are suffering
from the recent decline in
record sales.
According to a Best Buy
news release, the company will
be closing 110 Musicland
stores and replacing them with
85 superstores. Best Buy
"anticipates that increased
sales of digital products...
video gaming and movies will
be nearly offset by reduced
sales of prerecorded music."
Wondering what is considered "intellectual property
theft" or copyrighted material?
Lane advises students and faculty to read Eastern's code of
ethics for computing and communication (which is located at
www.itds.eku.edu/codeof
ethics) for clarification, but it
basically states that you must
have the permission of the
copyright holder to transmit or
store copyrighted materials.
"We've been put on notice
that someone is using our system illegally and we're putting
the students on notice,"
Bohannon said. "We know that
they're doing this and the liability will be on the students."

A campus-wide e-mail recently informed students and faculty that downloading copyrighted material on campus could lead
to loss of Internet privileges. Accent editor Christina Cathcart asked students how they felt about the enforcement
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TODAY

PICK

6 p.m.
The Chamber of .Commerce
Annual Awards dinner will be
held in the Keen Johnson Building.

3:30 p.m.
Four Hands Piano Concert fe£
hiring Joanna Ximenes and
Teresa Tedder will be a£
Richmond Area Arts Council. A
reception will follow. Admission
is $6. For tickets call 6244242. I

Language of love is back again
BY LK* POLLOCK
What * on Tap editor

7 p.m.
The Catholic Newman Center will
present "Celebrate and Embrace
Life" with guest speakers from
Opportunities for Life and
Madison County Pregnancy Help
Center.

The Chautauqua series will
kick off this semester with a
pop culture look at love. The
first lecture of the spring
semester will be "Love and
Dance in American Culture:
Fantasy and Reality."
Marianne McAdam, director
of the dance minor program
and her husband Mark Shale,
a professor at the University
of Kentucky, will present the
connection between dance
and love through various
movie dips and lecture.
"We will be reflecting on how
we use dance in movies and
how our culture uses dance
with love." McAdam said.
Other ways our culture
perceives love will be
explored in the coming
weeks. Some of the topics
include a philosophical
approach to romantic love, the
question of love in addition to
a religious view of love and an
author's findings on marriage.
The theme this year came
about after several professors
decided it was a topic important to all of us that could
incorporate several disciplines. Dr. Bruce MacLaren, a
professor in the earth sciences department, was instrumental in coordinating these
events.

7:30 p.m.
The Chautauqua series on Love
presents "Love and Dance in
American Culture: Fantasy and
Reality" in the Student Services
Building.

SATURDAY
2 p.m.

There will be a William Stafford
poetry reading at Joseph Beth
Booksellers in Lexington. Call 6223091 for more information.
6:30 p.m.
Eastern women's basketball will
play Murray State at Murray.
8 p.m.
There will be a contra dance with
late-night swing and other dancing
at Russell Acton Folk Centeron
Jefferson Street in Berea.
8:30 p.m.
Eastern men's basketball will play
Murray State at Murray.

He and other faculty members have planned Uus
Chautauqua series for the
past two years. The theme of
the first year was evolution,
then the theme they explored
was human rights. Next year,
the ideas of war and peace will
be presented.
"We selected two ideas for
next year. The ideas of war
and peace are universally
important ideas that all of us
should be reflecting upon
over the next year."
MacLaren said.
The intention of
the
chautauqua
series is to provide
lectures on many
topics that may
not be addressed
in the classroom.
They also do it in
an easy-to-understand fashion.
"Almost all the
speakers strive to reach
students, faculty and the
people of the surrounding
counties," MacLaren said.
"We want to provide a time
where students and faculty
can listen to voices from other
places because those voices
can alter how all of us think
about issues of importance."
MacLaren praises the
speakers who share with
Eastern's students, faculty
and community.

"With a fairly small budget
the university is able to bring
speakers of considerable reputation to campus," MacLaren
said But also, the faculty at
Eastern "are as excit-

Linda Pollock, editor

SUNDAY

PROGRESS

Giles Gallery is continuing its
exhibit featuring mixed media
from Julie Gawne and paintings
from Lampo Leong. The display runs through Feb. 7. For
hours call 622-8135.

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Linda
Pollock at 622-1872 .
or by email at
progress@eku.edu.

ing and knowledgeable as the
speakers from off-campus."
McAdam'a presentation on
lore and dance wul be tonight
at 7:30 p.m. in the Student
Services Building.

MONDAY
Fraternity recruitment continues
through Friday.
•

TUESDAY
6 p.m.
I"
The Newman Center will prey
sent Theology on Tap, "Who's
Who in the church? A Look at
the Hierarchy and Laity." Meat
at Newman Center to carpool
to UK.
"8 p.m.
SATs Mr. Music Pageant will be
held in Gifford Theatre.

WEDNESDAY
7:30 p.m.
Eastern men's basketball vs.
Morris Brown in McBrayer
Arena.
7:30 p.m.
A "Kentucky cities in the 21st
Century" lecture will be presented in the Perkins Building, Room
212.

BUFFET & GRILL
Check out our daily specials
BUFFET ] f CheeJe bilker
Buy one at regular price I

and

ne

Kltm °

W/Fries

Put a little Sunshine
in your Inbox.

& Drink

ONLY $2

'99

m*
!

OPEN 24 HOURS

Interstate News & Tobacco
161 N. Keeneland
859.624.1122

Large selection of classic movies
Tobacco products
Rentals & Adult Magazines

Viewing Booths
Big Screen Room

i

Shep hem Suzuki A
!fFfl Service Center]

HIGH: 84
LOW: 62
MORE >»>>

Receive Local Weather Updates via Email.
Not to mention Headline News, College Sports,
Campus Calendar, Daily Horoscope, and more...

299 m 99-9999 mumonti. KY
(959)924-9599
WEEKLY SPECIAL!
Oil - Lube - Filter
Top Off All Fluids & Safety Inspection
GOOD
THRU
1/31/03

$15.99

STUOCMT
LO.

Tires • Brakes • Alignments
• Balance • A/C Service •
Trans. Flush • Electrical •
Engine Diag. • Tune-up*

Register Today at
www.easternprogress.com

10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT 1.1.
WE SERVICE Ml MIKES INI MODELS!
Visit us online at:
www.shepherdsuzuki.com
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Iff the best way to stay informed... and it's free.
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Lectures highlight Ky. cities
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

The Studio editor
The future is dependent
upon history, which is why a
lecture series on the past and
future of Kentucky is coming
to campus.
"One of the main objectives
of the EKU Center for
Kentucky History and Politics
is to engage citizens, especially
EKU students, faculty and staff
in discussions on important
topics related to Kentucky's
history, politics and public policy," said Paul Blanchard, a professor' of government at
Eastern.
The series this semester is
comprised of six lectures, organized primarily by Blanchard
and the Center's Associate
Director. Tom Appleton, with
help from faculty colleagues in
the history and government
departments. The lectures will
be held one week in January,
February and March and, three
weeks in April on Tuesdays or
Wednesdays.
To start off the series, the
EKU Center for Kentucky
History and Politics contacted
Sylvia Lovely, who will be
speaking on the topic of
"Kentucky Cities in the 21st
Century." Lovely is the executive director of the Kentucky
League of Cities
According to Blanchard, the
series solicited several promi
nent leaders and scholars to
contribute their expertise to
the lectures held on campus.
Lovely was chosen because
Blanchard said she is as knowledgeable about the trends in

Kentucky cities as anyone else.

Kevin MartiiVProgress

Senior r-

>*

fristin Putne
iior vocal recital in Gitford Theater Tuesday night. She and Alison
f rwm sharec' e st '"-. yocsl :?ci!al as pan of their music degrees. Music majors must put on a
jenior recital pu« free to students and the community.

"The subtitle of the presen
tation will be 'A different kind
of citizenship that will be
required to build cities in the
21st century,'" Lovely said.
"The premise will be that
city/community building has
changed dramatically in the
21st century due to two things:
(1) the changed face of citizenship, and (2) a changed world
post 9/11. which requires not
only 'local' citizenship, but
'global' citizenship "
Lovely said the presentation

will be about "NewCities,"
which are places where citizens come together to create
great places and do four
things: give a brief history of
cities and citizenship, a
description of what a community is, what the city will set the
stage for and the elements of
citizenship that will be necessary for cities to be successful
in the 21st century
The lecture is based on
cities in peril I-ovely said that
coastal cities are attracting
people who live in the "heartland" of the country, creating a
gap in heartland communities
as well as overcrowding on the
coast
I he lecture will discuss the
effects, such as the all-time low
quality of life in coastal towns
and the breakdown of families
and communities reflected by
increased drug usage.
Also used in the lecture will
be information documented and
presented by Robert Putnam in
"Bowling Alone," which reflects
the individualistic nature of people, impact of 9/11 and lack of
political recognition of the
impoi lance of cities.
I-ater in the lecture series
oiher topics will highlight the
relationship of Eastern and
Richmond. A lecture entitled
"An EKU/City of Richmond
Partnership: Imagine the
ilities. will be presented by Mayor Connie Lawson.
ii: topics are more history
based,
such
as
l'i ctions rrf a World War II
Veteran" presented by Kill
Adams. CPA and World War II
veteran, and 'John Hunt
Morgan: A Folk Hero of the
( infederacy" presented by
James Ramage, reg< nts professoi ofrhistory at Northern
K ntucky 11niversity.
i ater in the series Susan L.
Hughes, interpretation and
education manager at Shaker
Village at Pleasant Hill, will
present "Beyond Simplicity:
The Pleasant Hill Shakers."
Nelson Dawson. a Kentucky
historian, will present Writing
History as a Coll.-borative
Ei l< rprise: An Editor's
P< rspective."

Dates for Lecture
Series
Jan. 29, "Kentucky

cities In the 21ot
century;"
Room 212, Perkins
Building
Feb. 12, "An
EKU/Ctty of
Richmond
Partnership:
Imagine the
Possibilities,"
Student Services
Auditorium
March 4,
"Reflections of e
World War II

Veteran,"
Room 212, Perkins
Building
April l, "John Hunt
Morgan: A Folk
Hero of the
Confederacy,"
Kennamer Room,
Powell Building
April 15,
"Beyond Simplicity!
The Pleasant Hill
Shakers,"
Kennamer Room,
Powell Building
April 30,
History as a
Collaborative
Enterprise: An
Editor's
Perspective,"
Quad D, Perkins
Building

Old Country Store

Country cookin is our
claim to fame!

Come and see why.
623-0037
Exit 90 \-Jt5 Richmond. KY
■s*T

j *r»*anr

AMERICAN
JEAN OUTLET

Name brand jeans at
discount prices.
Men & Women's Jeans
$11.99
Children's $7.99

NOW OPEN LATE
until 1 a.m.Everv Night!

I

rry Out & Delhi
every day!

Shorts ws" J«
in stock soon $7.99

tmmmmmm^mmmmmmmmimmmmmmmm
Adult Long steeved r shirts $6.99
Children's Long sleeved T-shirts $5.99
CofmWtets: Iwln flf Full $20
465 Eastern Bypass Rd.
Located next to Peddlers Mall
Richmond, KY 40475

(859) 6260520

Stor» Hour*:
• Thuts 1C * m.- S p.m. rri. - S»t. 10 mjtt. - 7 p.m.
Closed Sunday

■

Richmonfl Bypass
623-2264
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ROTC cadet continues family tradition in military
Bv KATIE WEITKAIIP
The Studio editor

Kevin MartinPfogres6

Ryan Knapp is enrolled in the ROTC program at Eastern. Over the
summer, Knapp spent time in London for Reserve Officer Training
Corps for a week of weapons orientation with the British Army

Thur». - Feb. 6th
11 - 3pm
FREE 'Caricature Artists' - (Powell Lobby)
11 - 3pm
FREE 'Dog Tags' - (Powell Lobby)
12-2pm
Sony Playstation Gaming - (Powell T. V. Lounge)
2 - 4:30pm
Giles Gallery Exhibit. Julie Gawne - Mixed media, and
Lamp Leong - Paintings - (Campbell Building)
7:30pm
Lecture Series Lovie in the Movies' - (Student Services Auditorium)
Frl. - Feb. 7th
11 - 1pm
Giles Gallery Exhibit. Julie Gawne ■ Mixed media, and

The son of a colonel, Ryan
Knapp had no idea that not
everyone's father was in the
army until one of his friends
told him his father was a
banker.
"I just thought that everyone's father was in the army,"
Knapp said. "I just thought that
was the way it was supposed to
be."
Looking to his own future,
he wants to keep the family tradition, which has been alive for
at least three generations now.
Over the summer Knapp
was sent to London, England
by the Reserve Officer
Training Corps for a week of
weapons orientation with the
British Army.
During that week he was
trained to fire, take apart and
assemble an SA80, the standard British rifle. He also
learned about and was issued
British equipment before
being sent to a two week camp
in Dartmore for training. The
Dartmore camp is comparable
to the U.S. advance camp given
to college students in the
ROTC between their junior
and senior years.
The camp was lead by
British officers who are in a
branch similar to the U.S. special forces.
Knapp was one of 40 people

Come Join Us for SPRING 21
RUSH!
1/22
1/28
1/29
1/30

Martin Halt 9 p.m. Casual
Grise 9 p.m. Dress
McGregor Lobby 5 p.m. Casual
McGregor Lobby 9 p.m. Casual

McGregor Lobby 9 p.m. Casual
McGregor Lobby 5 p.m. Casual
Hemdon Lounge 9 p.m. Dress

While moving around he
said he got to see a lot of exotic places, but that wasn't
always fun.
"In Minnesota we got snow:
days where we wouldn't have,
to go to school," Knapp saidr
"In Panama we got bomb"
threat days so we wouldn't
have to go to school. It vn\
serious but everyone was
happy that we didn't have to go
to school."
To stay in that one place, h<
wants to get a job with special
forces in the police system?
preferably dealing with drug!
problems.
"I think drugs ruin a lot of
lives and I'm really interestedin helping cut back on that
problem," Knapp said.
This summer Knapp will go;
to advance camp with his com;
rades in Eastern's ROTC. H»
said after bonding with tfcf
group here he would be proud
to fight along side of any of
them.
"We got the best ROTC pr<s
gram in the state, maybe the
nation," Knapp said.
He also said that Eastern's
ROTC has won several competitions and scored high in challenges and camps.
"Everybody on this cam*
pus should be proud that
guys (in Eastern's ROTC) are
going into the army to fight
for their freedom," Knapp
said.
-

11 - 5pm
Virtual Reality 'Mini Indy' Cart Racing - (Powell Lobby)

11 - 5pm
'Fun Flicks' Totally Interactive Music Videos - (Powell
Lobby)
12-2pm
Sony Playstation Gaming - (Powell T. V Lounge)
8pm
'John P. Hopkins' - Magican, Comedian, Ventriloquist (SSB - Auditorium)

J*ST WEEKEND
V

10:30- 12:30am
FREE Midnight Breakfast - (Powell Top Floor)
Served By:
Sat. - Feb. 8th
12 - 3pm
Giles Gallery Exhibit Julie Gawne - Mixed media, and
Lamp Leong - Paintings ■ (Campbell Building)

would like to congratulate their
New Actives!
Angie Ford
Kristen Gillespie
Barbera Goode
Jessica Jocoby
Amber Land
Ashley Long
Lindsey McClanahan
Kristi McCrady
Sabrina Murphy
Stacy Patrick
Jessica Preece

u

Lamp Leong - Paintings - (Campbell Building)

Kappa Delta Tau
Angela Allen
Sarah Ballard
Laura Bell
Krys Beyerle
Liz Boaz
Tiffany Boon
Christa Borders
Debra Bower
Kelly Bryant
Alicia Cecil
Maria Ewing

in the U.S. chosen to go to the army, but he says he isn't
camp in Dartmore.
scared of a possible war.
"It's a pretty competitive,
"I think that would be horpretty hard school to get into," rible," Knapp said saying it's
Knapp said. He celebrated the hard to practice for something
Fourth of July in England, if you don't get to act out on it
which was met
"It's like
practicing
with
mixed
reactions by
for a football
the British.
game. You
"I had guys
spend
all
tell me that
your time
If s like practicthey let us win
practicing
but
you
the revolution,"
ing for a football
Knapp said. "I
never ever
kind of felt like
game. You spend really get to
nobody really
play
that
liked us, but
game. Well,
all your time
(now)we're
there were a
couple of guys
given the
practicing but
there that were
opportunity
active army
to play that
you never ever
that just loved
game, and
America."
we're going
really get to play
On
the
to do it."
Fourth of July
He knows
that game.
one of the offiwhat it's like
cers made the
to be in a
—Ryan Knapp
British Army
military famEastern
ROTC
Cadet
sing "Happy
ily and says
Birthday" to
he doesn't
»
the Americans.
want to keep
Knapp said
his family on
his time in England was well the move.
spent, he said he learned a lot
"I'd like to get married and
about how the British Army settle down one day," Knapp
works, which he can bring into said. "Unless I marry someone
his services in the U.S. Army.
who likes to move around a lot,
After he completes his I'd like to stay in one place."
degree in Criminal Justice at
As a child he moved with
Eastern, Knapp plans to spend his family all around the U.S.,
four years active duty in the Germany and even to Panama.

Ellen Riley
Peyton Rogers
Lindsey Roque
Merin Roseman
Julie Ryan
Kari Setser
Heather Stephenson
Melinda Wahlrab
Susan Wallace
Sherri Watson

BE WISE!
Earn Money and Real Experience
Apply for the following positions NOW!
You can be selected for multiple positions.

Orientation Leader - Serve as a student mentor and guide for first year
students, transfer students and parents during orientation sessions. Salary is
$800. Free housing provided on campus and may not be enrolled in summer
school.
New Student Dav Leader - Serve as a personal mentor for new students.
Salary is $300.
Advising Assistant - Assist advisors in helping new students select class
schedules during summer preregistration. Salary is $25 per day.
GSO 102 Tutor - Serve as a tutor in the GSO 102 lab. Students selected to
participate will sign up for GST 300 (3 hours credit course) and will earn a
$200 stipend. Those selected can also work in the Weaver tutoring lab at a
salary of $6.50 per hour.

To apply for any of the positions above
Stop by Student Service Building #310
or go online to
www.firstyear.eku.eduNorientationleader
For questions, please call 622-1682
Applications will be accepted from
January 20-February 17, 2003.
Interviews will begin week of February 24, 2003.
Co-op Credit may be available for all
First Year Program jobs!
Check with your academic department for details.

Brett Gibson, editor
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Fans
show
great
support
BY BRETT GIBSON

Sports editor
Last
Saturday
night
I
attended
t
h
e
Eastern vs.
Morehead
State double header.
Midway
through BRETT GIBSON
t
h
e
SportfdHor
women's
game,
a
friend and fellow co-worker of
mine looked at me and said,
*There is a nice crowd here
tonight" 1 shook my head and
agreed with him. I really
never gave it too much
thought until at some point
during the game the announcer came over the speakers
and said there were an estimated 3,800 people in attendance at the women's game.
I thought to myself. Wow.
That's a lot of people.
Looking up into the
crowd, there was one thing I
was glad to see, the student
section at the end was full.
Most of the students in the
student section never sat
down the entire game
because they were rooting for
the home team.
They weren't just cheering
to be cheering; the fans were
into the game just like fans
should be.
Students and fans of every
age were hollering at the referees when they made a bad
..call and trying to distract the
Morehead players when they
were shooting a free throw.
They were doing just what
fans were supposed to do.
.The fans were getting into the
game just like they were on
the floor.
After the conclusion of the
women's game I couldn't help
but notice even more people
were filling the seats in
McBrayer Arena, fans were
decked out in Eastern
maroon. Students in the student section were shaking
pompoms and cheering at the
top of their lungs. Fans of all
'ages were joining in to support our Colonels and Lady
•Colonels.
"It was fun! I was a little
disappointed we lost. I wish
our fans could have seen a
win, but they saw a good
game and I hope they can see
the EKU basketball program
is coming along," coach
Travis Ford said.
Saturday night, we had a
See FANS, B6

Kevin MartaVProgress

Freshman guard Matt Witt pulls up for a
jumper during Saturday night's home game
against Morehead State University.

Matt Witt
takes role
as leader
BY MORGAN CALDWELL

.

Sports writer
Kevin Martin/Progress

Freshman Louista Pierre fights for a rebound against Morehead State's DeVonda Williams Saturday night. Eastern
hung on to win 85-73 and to keep their winning streak alive with nine straight victories.

9 wins, looking for 10
BY BRETT GIBSON

44

Sports editor
The Lady Colonels won their
ninth straight game Saturday
night as they opened up a double header against Morehead State
University in front of 3,800 fans.
Eastern quickly found themselves down in the opening minute
of the game by only two points.
Eastern then answered with a field
goal made by sophomore forward
Miranda Eckerle tying the score at
two-all.
With 15:38 showing on the clock
in the first half and the score tied at
11, Eastern went on an 80 run over
the next two minutes to make the
score 19-11.
Morehead then found their
strength and came back to tie the
game at 21 with 9:22 remaining in
the first half. The score remained
close throughout the rest of the half
with a total of seven lead changes
and 10 ties.
In the final seconds of the first
half, senior guard Teresa McNair
made a field goal to move the Lady

I just had a lot of kids who reallystepped up big.
—Larry Joe Inman
women's head coach

»
Colonels ahead by one, going into
the second half 4039.
Eastern opened up the second
half scoring the first five points
going ahead by six 45-39. Morehead
State put together an 11-2 run over
the next four minutes to go ahead by
four points.
The Lady Colonels were on top of
things defensively as they forced 33
turnovers and scored 37 points from
those turnovers.
"Defense was the big difference
the second half, we forced thirty

something turnovers and down the
stretch we held them to 39 points in
the second half," coach Larry Joe
Inman said.
Eastern would remain behind
until Eckerle made two free throws
to start a 14-0 run and to move
Eastern ahead by eight points 74-66
with 5:02 remaining in the game.
From that point the Lady
Colonels never looked back, defeating Morehead State by their largest
point spread of the game 85-73.
See LADY COLONELS, B7

Winning the OVC Player of the Week
award requires a lot of patience, skill, and is
certainly impressive. Winning Player of the
Week six weeks in a row would require an
even greater effort. It would seem almost
impossible, but Matthew Witt has proved
that it isn't
Witt is a freshman point guard for
Kastern who has indeed been player of the
wick for six weeks running. "It's very exciting." he said. He attended Bethel High
School approximately 20 minutes north of.
Dayton, Ohio. So how did he end up at;
Eastern?
"I liked the campus on the tour," Witt
explained, "and I got along well with the
coaches." Witt also said that while he was a;
little homesick at first, he's made friendshere and is homesick "not so much now."
'.
According to Witt, to help the team win;
he needs to "get the guys going on offense,
try and score or get the ball off to some of
the other scorers like Shawn Fields and
Michael Haney."
As a player, some things in Witt's routine'
remain the same. Witt claims that he doesn-t
really have any pre-game rituals beyonfl;
arriving 15 minutes before players arerequired. The team always shares a pre-;
game meal together, consisting of "chicken,;
pasta, and vegetables pretty much."
Witt says that during most practices, hii
drills don't differ from those of the other
players. At the pre-game practices, however,
there are sbght variations. He and the other
guards "do some shooting and practice pass-!
ing to the post" which is different from the
rest of the team.
With a leadership role this big, this quick,
it isn't beyond the scope of the imagination
See WITT, B6

!

Colonels fall to Morehead State 54-50
BY BRETT GIBSON

Sports editor

KIWI

MarttvProgrMt

Sophomore forward Michael Haney goes up for a shot over
Morehead State's David AJiu during Satu/day night's game.

Eastern's men's basketball
team took to the floor
Saturday night before a
record crowd of 5,850 people
as they faced 4-0 Morehead
State University.
Coming into Saturday
night's game with a 7-7 overall record and a 2-2 conference record. Eastern looked
to knock off Morehead State.
With every second of the
game
being
crucial,
Morehead State came up with
the win by a final score of 5450.
This was a good game for
my team to learn from." head
coach Travis Ford said. "With
about 12 minutes to go in the
game you realize it's a low
scoring game, at that point
you realize every position is
important."
At the beginning of the
game, senior guard Kenyatta
Dfac put up a shot to start the
game at 2-0. With five lead
changes and four ties during
the first half, both teams kept
the defense pumping allowing only a few points to be
scored.
Eastern gained its biggest

lead of the half at the 5:09
mark when freshman guard
Matt Witt started a 5-0 run as
he knocked down a three
pointer to put Eastern up by
three, 22-19. Following Witt's
shot behind the arc, junior
forward Damian McPherson
put up a shot putting Eastern
ahead by five, 24-19.
Morehead would then
retaliate with a 9-2 run to
close out the first half.
Morehead went in at half
time with a two-point lead, 2826.
In front of the largest
crowd since 1987. the
Colonels returned to the floor
for the second half of play.
Not wasting much time,
senior guard Shawn Fields
made a lay up to tie the score
at 28 all with only 15 ticks off
the clock.
Two minutes later, another
field goal made by Fields tied
the game at 30. Morehead
then put together a 10-3 run
over the next six minutes that
marked Morehead's second
biggest lead of the game at
40-33.
Within the next five minutes Morehead would keep
its lead between six to eight
points until the final three

ii
With about 12
minutes to go in
the game you
realize ifs a low
scoring game, at
that point you
realize every
position is
important.
—Travis Ford
Men's head coach

»
minutes of the game.
Eastern, however, would
never give up hope as they
closed the gap to two points
with 2:47 remaining on the
clock at 45-47.
Turnovers came back to
haunt us at the end." Fields
said. "Turnovers were the
key to the game."
As the clock slowly count-

ed down. Eastern kept fighting pulling to within one
point 50-51 with under a
minute remaining.
"We played pretty good
defense, as well as they did.
I think Kyle (Macy) would
take his defensive effort
every night and I would take
my defensive every night."
Ford said.
As the buzzer sounded.
Eastern found themselves
down four points by a final
score of 54-50.
Leading the Colonels in
scoring was Fields with 13
points and sophomore forward Michael Haney with
ten points on the night. Witt
gave the Colonels eight
points and dished out five
assists for the game.
"We've played good
enough defense to win several games that are left in
the conference and we've
rebounded well enough to
win but we haven't took care
of the ball well enough." Ford
said.
Eastern now moves their
record to 7-8 on the year with
a conference record of 2-3.
"Since Christmas this
team has come a long way.
See COLONELS B6
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Fields says
turnovers
are key to
game
From Page B5
team has come a long way.
This team is playing a little
bit better defense." Ford said.
"Hopefully they can learn
from this game and hopefully
it will make us a better team."
Eastern came off the
bench and contributed 11
points where Morehead only
scored 4 points off the bench.
Eastern also out rebounded
Morehead State 36-25. One of
the deciding factors of the
game was in the turnover column. Eastern accumulated 24
turnovers for the game while
only forcing 13 upon
Morehead State.
"You can not win a low
scoring game turning the ball
over 24 times." Ford said.
"Give Morehead credit
because the reason we turned
it over
was
because
Morehead really cut off the
passing
lanes.
They
(Morehead State) really got
after it defensively."
"We just turned the ball
over too much. You don't give
yourself a chance when you
turn the ball over 24 times."
Travis Ford said. "That's
what was so frustrating."
Before the match up
against Morehead, Eastern

Kevin Ma run/Progress

Seniof guard Shawn Fields drives around Morehead State's Ricky
Minard during the second half of Saturday night's game.
Andi Undenmayer/Progress

traveled to Tennessee Tech
on Tuesday Jan. 14 in hopes
of improving its record in the
conference.
Eastern lost the contest by
a final score of 93-76.
Leading the way for the
Colonels was sophomore
guard Ben Rushing with 14
points and six assists.
Haney ended up with 13
points and eight rebounds,
while Fields and junior forward Charles Slaughter fin-

ished with 12 points a piece.
Eastern will be back in
action within the conference
as they travel to TennesseeMartin today followed by
Murray State on Saturday.
"We are making progress,"
Ford said. " It's not an easy
thing to do. It's an all day, all
night seven day a week job.
Getting close is no where
near good enough but the
next step is winning these
close games."

Friday & Saturday

Hafflf-B-xSoundwave
Taught
Tony Hawk
Everything
Me knows.

Madison
Garden

www.hljlnMkaw.rom
IOS s. Third st
A2A-M855

IA»IO«IU

Happy Hour 8-10 $1 DOMESTICS,
2 for 1 WELLS! BEST SHOT DEALS,
Richmond's Best Looking Bar Staff!

Eastern's new head football coach Danny Hope wants fans to fill the stadium.

'Hope'ing for success 1
BY CASSONOBA KIRBY

44

News editor

Danny Hope, a former
Eastern football player, remembers a time when fans filled
almost every seat in Eastern's
football stadium. He recalls
screaming faces, a stadium
splashed with maroon and white
and an atmosphere thick with student support — but that was then
and this is now.
Hope, 43, who was named
Eastern's new head football
coach on Dec. 6, 2002, was disappointed when he returned to
campus. He found a completely
different atmosphere than the
one he had left behind nearly 22
years ago. The once screaming
mob that had greeted him as a
player, was replaced by a few
cheering faces. The stadium that
once boasted fans decked in
maroon and white had turned
into mostly empty seats.
"When I played here the students packed the stadium," Hope
said. "We didn't play among
many crowds where it wasn't just
about full. We are going to
exhaust all of our efforts and
resources to try to make that happen again."
Hope, a native of Miami, FL
came to Eastern in 1977 from
Killian High School. In high
school he said he really fell in
love with the game and playing

Playing football
was a lot of fun
because there
was a tremendous love affair
between the
team and the student body...
—Danny Hope
Head football coach

»
college ball was something he
had always dreamed of. As an
undersized lineman, he admits
that it was luck that he got to
play college ball, for Eastern was
actually down in Florida recruiting someone else.
They just kind of happed up
on me." Hope said. "I came here
and I really liked it — which was
a good thing because Eastern
was the only school that recruited me, so I didn't have another
choice."
The decision to come to
Eastern is something Hope
describes as the best one he

620 Eastern By-pass

623-7473
12-20 min. beds
1-9 min. STARS 111P

We're the little bar with the most FUN!

(4x the POWER)

Clean spacious rooms
Courteous staff
Great lotion deals

HOI ■
■

I.

128 East Main St.
Open Wed - Sat 8 p.m. - Midnight
Private Party? Call 624-8340 to book!

1 h'
1 1
jol 10 01

ever made." While at Eastern, - he met a great bunch of guyt
in his teammates, who turned p
out to be his lifelong friends," ;
and met the love of his life ,-«
wife Peggy Hop>\
Along with meeting his
mate and friends, Hope was JJ __
also able to play as a part of »-• »
winning team. During Hope's « ■
career al Eastern, the Colonels
started winning more games,
and moved up a level from-H _
Division II to Division I. The
Colonels also won a national
championship in 1979 and ,
were runner ups in 1980.
Hope said his main goals as
head coach are to get the stadium packed like they were in
those winning days and to win '
a championship — but he feels
it all starts with getting people,
back in die stadium.
"ITaying football was a lot
of fun because there was a
tremendous love affair
between the team and the student body - we need to bring
that back," Hope said.
Eastern President, Joanne
Classer. feels that if anyone
can increase fan support and
attendance Hope can.
"I think he will maintain our
tradition of excellence and
integrity ami bring with him an
infectious
enthusiasm,"
Glasser said via e-mail
Tuesday.

FANS: 1987 crowd
record broken at
Saturday's game
From Page B5
great crowd. That's something
I personally would like to see
every time there is a home
game. Whether or not there is
a double header shouldn't matter.
' "
We as students should show
our support. I was extremely
happy to see such a large
crowd on hand to show the
support our teams need.'
Thanks Eastern for showing
your support
. .

Craving a great sandwich ?
Want to keep your precious
parking place?
236 West Main Street

Taste The Magic
Welcome/ bacbitude*\ty!

•SUBWflV*

We Deliver!
On the corner of Water St. and Second St.
MCmmf- out Hours
•at io»«m -12 aa**jN
Sun 11 • m -11 p*

CAMPUS SPECIAL
.Large 1 topping + Magia Bread $ 'J.

Large 1 Topping $K.
k(EKU

Campus Delivery only)
Minimum delivery $5

Hours:
Sal 11 am. -11 pm
Sun 12noon -11 p«

624-9241

j

624-0404

Mon-Wed • 11 a.m. -12 a.m.
Thura. • 11 a.m. -1 a.m.»Sun. 12 p.m. -12 a.m.
Fri. & Sat > 11 a.m. -1:30 a.m.
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WfTT:Freshman
aquires new role

Runnin' time....

From Page B5

Kavin ManxVPrograM
Lady Colonels head coach Larry Joe Inman Is recognized In front of a record breaking crowd at Saturday night's game against Morehead
State University as being the 33rd member.of the 400 win club. Inman received his 400th win against Tennessee State Jan. 4.

LADY COLONELS: Eastern remains
undefeated in Ohio Valley Conference
From Page B5

Kevin Martin/Progress

Senior guard Teresa McNair
goes up for a shot over
Morehead State's Tasha Gales
during Saturday's match-up.
McNair recorded her fifth double
double of the year with 19 points
and 11 rebounds for the win .

Eastern was led in scoring
with another stellar performance by Eckerle with 22
points and 12 for 13 shooting
from the foul line. McNair came
in with her fifth double-double
scoring 19 points, 11 rebounds
and nine steals followed by
sophomore forward Pam
Garrett who scored 11 points
for the Lady Colonels.
Eastern's bench came out of
their seats to provide solid play
for the game scoring 22 points
compared to Morehead State's
nine.
"I just had a lot of kids who
really stepped up big; we had a
great effort tonight out there on
the floor." Inman said.
Eastern improves its record
to 13-4 on the year with a perfect conference record of 5-0.
Eastern will be back in action
Saturday, Jan. 25, as they travel
to Murray State to try to keep
their winning streak alive.
"I was proud of our people
who came in." Inman said, "We
had a great team effort tonight"

Big HII Aveaae Christum
129 Big Mill Ave.
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone 859-623-6600 (answering
machine)
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Monday Worship: 10:45 a.m.
I - venmg Worship: 6 p.m.
()n Wednesday. Christian Students
Serving Christ meeu at 7 p.m. Call
ike elfice at one of the numbers listed
above for transportation to meetings.
C ■arch of Christ
464 Tobiano (in Brookline Sub. off
Goggmt Lane
West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30am. 10:20am..6p.m.
College Bible Study Wednesdays, 7
am
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
tptecsMslCharchrfOwSavlsiir
2323 Lexington Rd. lU.S. 25 N )
Phone:859-623-1226
Sunday Worship. 8:30 am. and 11 a.m
Adult Education: 9:30am
Canterbury Fellowship: Tuesday at
11.45 at Powell (mil
Faira Created Assess**) ef Gad
1783 Lancaster Rd.
Jenice lima: Sunday. 10.45 am.
Wednesday Family Night: 7 p.m.
For rides or more information call 859923-4639.
First Aanaace Cbssreh
1405 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone 859-624-9878
Sunday School. 9:30am
Sunday Worship- X.27 am. 1045 am
& 6.30 p m
Wednesday Night Prayer and cell
groups 7.00 pm
College age fellowship activities, Fall
and Spring Retreat .
For free transportation to Sssadsy services, call 859-624-9878
First ■•■**« I assrra
550 W Mass at Lancaster Ave.
Phone 859-623-4028
Sunday School. 9-40 a.m
«wmday Worship: 8'30 am. II am *
6 pm
Wednesday Worship 6 15 pm
.
b.U B.S.- 7JO p.m at BSD Center.
Sapper MsdrhMe Study

First Prtsfcyttrtaa Church (PCUSA)
330 W Main St.
Phone: 859-623-5323
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m.
Weekly Bible Study: Monday. 10 a.m..
in the Church Parlor
Family Night Supper: (weekly and
free!) Wednesday. 6 p.m.. in the
Fellowship Hall.
First I aMed Methodist Charrh
401 West Main St.
Phone: 859-623-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:15 a.m &
9 40 a.m * II am.
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15 p.m.
(free to EKU students!)
Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30
p.m. and Message. 6 p.m.
Richasond First Chart* af the
Nazareae
136 Aspen Ave.
Phone:859-623-5510
Sunday School: 9:45am
Morning Worship: 10:40 am
Sunday evening: 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 pm - Bible Study.
Youth. College A Career. Children s
Programs
St. Suns***) CatfeeaV Newawa Censer
405 University Dr.
Phone: 859-623-9400
Sunday Mass: 5 pm
Sunday Supper 6 p.m ($1.00)
Inquiry classes for becoming Catholic:
Wednesday 7 pm
Newman Night for all students: Wed. 9
p.m.
St. Taasaat Latfecraa Charrh
1285 Barnes MiU Rd.
Phone: 859-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 830 a.m
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Sunday Contemporary Worship: 11

Trinity Mlsalenarv Baptist Charrh
Jack s Creek Pike A U S 25 N
Tony Herald. Minister
Phone: 859-623-6861
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m
Sunday Worship Service: 11 am and 6
p.m.
"I=V'.
Wednesday Sen ice 'pm
Wednesday Night Youth Meeting: 6-Jt)
p.m.. ws» food and refhstaneats
Fxposwory Bsbic Pre*tang Doctrines
of Grace. Baptist Perpetuity

Kavtn Martin/Progress
Sheri Calhoun runs In
Eastern's indoor track season opener at UK.

Eastern's indoor men's
and women's track team
opened their season last
weekend as they traveled to
Lexington to compete in the
University of Kentucky
Invitational.
Senior Sheri Calhoun finished second in the 400
meter dash with a final time
of 56.08.

Prwidetftty Vcdl
Kevai MarliVProgrnM
Junior guard Katie Kelly sustained a broken nose during
Saturday night's game. Coach
Inman said Kelly is in good spirits and has a very positive attitude about the situation.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Abaadant Life MiBbtrtei
.105 (jen Lane (behind Recordsmilh)
Phone: 859-625-5366
Sunday school. 10 a.m.
Sun. Morning Worship: 11 a.m.
Sun. F.vening Worship: 6 p.m.
Wednesday evening: 7 p.m.
Radio Services: Weekdays al I 30 p.m.
onWCBR 1110 AM
Van ridei available on or off campus.
I Contact church & leave message l

to think that there might be conflict among the teammates.
Apparently, this isn't the case.
"I get along with all the guys
on the team." Witt said.
Although his major is undeclared, the academic side of college life, on top of athletics,
doesn't leave Witt much spare
time. The team practices every
day, sometimes for over two
hours. "I'm with the guys |on
the teaml a lot" Witt said. He
rooms with teammate Haney. "I
go out on occasion, mostly I just
hang around in my dorm."
The coaching staff is naturally pleased. They haven't really
brought it up much. They tell
me they're proud of what I'm
doing, and that they didn't really
expect me to play this well this
early," Witt matter-of-factry stated.
Head coach Travis Ford had
many good things to say about
his freshman point guard.
"It is good to find someone
with that much talent. Matt is a
very gifted basketball player."
Ford said.
Ford also feels that Witt's
impressive stats are what have
earned him player of the week
so many weeks in a row.
"Normally that's what they
look at. It's not necessarily good
from a coach's point of view."
Ford added.
Over all, Coach Ford is very
optimistic about Witt's level of
developmenL "If anything, he's
ahead of schedule."

Sunday Worship: 10.45 a.m. 4 6 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer & Bible Study: 7
p.m.
Transportation available
While Oak Pead Christian
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd. (at Goggins
Lane)
Phone: 859-623-6515
Sunday Worship: 9 am A 11 a.m.
Coffee Fellowship: Sundays. 10 a.m.
Sunday School: 10-15 a.m.
Flight 7:07 a contemporary praise and
worship service. Sundays at 7:07 pm
Monday Prayer Experience : 5:30
p.m.
Wednesday Dinner and Bible Study: 6

the/ StuclerttActfoCtle* Conned at
EasternKentucky UnOverMy corOnvCteyyow to- attends the/
2003 PreUde^ryBdll.
HonorOngsJi
Ebquir/
annOv
aythe/

K. Cjlatoer,

of the/
ation/

p.m.
Unitjrian-Universalist Fellowship
209 St. George St
Where religion and reason meet.
Adult service, youth program and preschool care.
Sunday morning al 10/45
Family Night: last Sunday of the
month.
For more information, call 859-6234614 or 859-626-9940.
Trinity Charrh PC A
315 Spangler Dr
(behind Pizza hut off the by-pass)
Richmond. Ky 40475
Worship at 9:50 am
Sunday School at 11:10 am
Pastor Curt Gardner
Phone: 859-624-8910
Web page.wildcatbfuc corn-users.trinity
Rirhmead Charca af Christ
713 W Main St
Services: Sunday Bible School 9 am
Sunday worship 10 a.m
Sunday evening 6 p.m.
Wednesday Bible School 7 pm.
Colonels For Christ 9 p.m. Thursday
Powell Building
Phone 623-8535
^ ,

2301 Red House Rd
Phor«S59423-B47l
Sunday SchooL 9-JO tM
Sunday Worship: 10-«J im A (
WeiaicadarMaafSaflpaa.
Ada* Pajyer VketsfgAMbfc Study
oJOpsB.
fnese hoot Children vYouBs AesHincs

630pm.
First thristssaChute*

• J

eU/132
gueit
%$&er couple*
UMBEK AVAIL-

CLnd/pubUo

the/
the/rich,
ayweU/aythe/

vibrant
bright, protni^Cn^iuture/ofEKU.
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Katie Weitkamp, editor

Kalie's Column

Realities of
marriage
Joe Millionaire ... what is
wrong with tliis guy? For those
who don't blow. FOX picked this
construction worker to lie to
about 25 women for their love.
It's the newest

reatty
TV/dating
» am to hit
the airwaves.
B.isicalry. he

teUs these
women he
inherited $50
million and
:.' x"i ti» ii" to
a mansion in
Katie
Fiance. There Weitkamp The
h- • tries to get Studio, editor.
to know thi in
and they try
to woo him. or
reaDy jiist his money.
Sure he's attractive, but 1
don't think the women on this
si IOW are going to find him quite
M pretty when they find out he's
a construction worker who lives
just $3,000 above the poverty
level. And who wants to base an
entire relationship on this lie and
h.ive it all televised? I can't wait
t( i see on the last episode when
he tells his woman that he's not
rich, if she liits him — I would.
Don't any of the women competing for liiin wonder why he's
still single? Why are they going
on TV to find a man anyway?
Fifty million dollars, that's why.
I kind of feel bad for the guy. I
mean, he it ally thinks these
women might acmalry like him.
Willie he's sitting there with his
Commentary, talking about how
he Uiinks this girl is in it for the
nioney, but this Other girl is really sweet, all the women are there
talking about sapphire necklaces
and trips to Paris, and how great
it would be to have all his money.
I guess being on TV makes
it okay to lie to someone you
want to marry. In real life, if
anyone lound out their partner
hid been lying to them the
entire duration of their relationship, they might realize what a
freak their partner is.
But thi-< show isn't even the
worst one. iluringoneof the
episodes. I saw a commercial
for a new reality dating show in
which die people never meet
until they get married. How
does it work? America gets to
view profiles of several different
men and women, then they get
to pick out two and vote —
based on their taped profiles —
on who would be the best couple. In the end. the two who are
picked get married.
Who is going to vote for this
type of crap? People like me,
who hate peopk- who go on TV
to find love. How are we going
to vote? hi the cruelest manner
possible. That's right, the
smartest girl with the stupidest
guy, the prettiest guy with the
ugliest girl, the lawyer with the
high school drop out. And I
hope they have to live with it for

the rest of their lives
And wi- wonder why the
el von e • Hi is so high'-1 We're
all so stup il: w<- keep watching these stupid TV shows
thai basically encourage lies
a id Iqvelesi marriages. If I
w ere a divorce lawyer. I would
s > advertise during these
slwws. that way I'd know I
»as reaching the right kind of
audience

Role playing game finds friends
ll K*I1? WErtKMlP

While playing Saturday
night, some players in Todd's
rec. room were talking about
Fantasy is bitter than real- religious groups on campus
ty, at least that's what some who pray for the people who
people think. Which is why play D&D.
they get together to play
According to Quinton
Dungeons and Dragons. In though, the game does not conTodd's Recreational Room, or flict with religious views.
in the back room ol Hero's
"In the mid 1980s and 90s
Retreat, it's buzzing with activi- there were some suicides
ty, fantasy characters and 20- attributed to role playing
sided dk-e.
games, but it isn't the games
Dungeons and Dragons, a that cause it." Quinton said.
role-playing game created in "It's personal despair."
the early 70s,
Quinton
started a cult
said that most
If
you're
Interested
following,
of the games
which
still
In joining a Dungeons
played
at
hangs
on
Hero's Retreat
and Dragons game
today.
The
are
on
game ent.nK
Sundays and
you can stop by
creating charstart at around
acters
and
Hero's Retreat comic
1 p.m. because
working with
most of the
book
store
at
1
p.m.
other players
people who
to accomplish
on most Sundays or
play do attend
a goal. The
church before
Todd's Rec. Room at
dungeon mascoming to the
ter, who hosts
games.
midnight on weekthe game, sets
"I
think
ends.
up the goal.
(prayer) is a
The "DM" is
wonderful
responsible for
thing, my soul
setting up the scenes die char- can use all the prayer it can get
acters go Uirough as well as the in any capacity for day to day
obstacles characters encounter. things," Quinton said.
Sam Quinton. who particiThe group that regularly
pates in D&D games hosted at plays on campus isn't worried
Hero's Retreat, says that play- about die Christian groups on
ing Dungeons and Dragons is a campus intervening in their
way for people to hang out games. Some of the members
together, have fun and lx> safe. even attend the organizations
Quinton has been playing D&D on campus.
for almost 13 years now He
One of the DM's who plays
first started playing to impress on campus is Will Brewer,
a girl, but has since made a lot who hosted Saturday night's
ol friends who play and enjoy game. Just about everyone
the atmosphere.
who plays on campus thinks
Individual games start off of Brewer as the foremost
with making characters. To do authority on Dungeons and
this, a D&D handbook is Dragons. He owns many of
required to find out the the books from which characstrengths and weaknesses of ters are created and answers
characters Handbooks give just about all the questions
numbers for things such as people have about it
charisma and strength for difIf you are interested in playferent tasks. I lining the game, ing D&D on campus, a game
these numbers are added to starts just about every week
totals rolled by a L'O sided die to end around midnight. The
see if the characters sui vive or g;unes usually last a few hours
pass the obstacle,
Games played at Hero's
The Studio editor

^Progress

Nate Miller listens while Will Brewer. Dungeons and Dragon's host, reads the characteristics of one
of the players in the game from one ot the Dungeons and Dragons handbooks
Retreat usually last about six
hours, although Quinton said
it depends on the people playing, amount of time they have
to play and interest in playing.
"Some games have gone on
for 36 hours, it all depends on
the commitment players can
give," Quinton said.
Some games at Hero's
Retreat have a number limit,
but Quinton encourages people to come and play at another time, or to join a different
role playing game. To join a
game on campus, all you have
to do is introduce yourself to
the group who meets ill the
I odd Rec. Room on weekend
nighl

Katie Weitkamp/Progress
essentials for playing Dungeons and Dragons include players
d books, character sheets and multi*sided dice

Tne
nan

The 'Perks' of finding a good book
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

The Studio editor
"The Perks of being a
Wallflower" by Steph< n
Chbosky. is just about everything you would expect trom
a coming of age novel. The
loner kid. who wasn't always
a loner, but had some sort of
tragedy, struggling to get
through high school, finds a
group of misfits to hang out
with and he gets happy.
The protagonist. Charlie,
is every bit the oddball who
can't keep his emotions
under control, has a hard
time with relationships and
has untapped knowledge. But
he's not so extreme to the
point where it's unbelievable.
The entire book is a collection of letters, which
Charlie writes to an unidentified person, and the only

thing we know about this per- hurting other people, death
son is that Charlie admires
and mental illness. It is
him because he had thee
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just talk about his future assignments because he says
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things in the future. In the
The book is a great end, he becomes more of a
expression of the pains of friend, inviting Charlie to
growing up. being rejected. come over to his house and
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telling Charlie to call him by
his Mist name.
The book even has a
soundtrack to go along with
it Charlie is obsessed with
music and mix tapes, and
since the book is set between
1991 and 1992, the songs
include the Smiths. Ride,
Suzanne Vega. Smashing
Pumpkins and Genesis —
typical outcast music
But every coming of age
novel is compared to "The
Catcher in the Rye," which is
even one of Charlie's readings assigned by his English
teacher. And "The Perks of

Being a Wallflower" has the
same kind of lasting universal theme and is, for the most
part, believable.
But there comes a part in
every coming of age novel
where the protagonist gives
into his/her own demons and

steps outside the average
entry into adulthood experience, and life for them gets
just a little worse. The main
problem I saw with this book
was that Charlie's end experience wasn't quite believable
for most readers who were
able to identify with Charlie.
I was skeptical at first,
thinking the book was going
to be a "dear diary" type format that every eighth grade
girl has attempted to perfect,
but this time it worked and
showed a real high schooler
struggling with his own
demons.
I give The Perks of being
a Wallflower" five out of five
palettes.
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